Virginia Wind Symphony
Norfolk, VA
Dennis Zeisler, director

2:00PM Friday, December 21, 2012 – Ballroom W375AB

Title | Composer/Arranger | Publisher/Distributor | Year | Grade
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Sweet Land of Liberty | James Sochinski | C.L. Barnhouse | 1988 | 3
Fantasia and Fugue in C Minor | Johann Sebastian Bach, Edward Elgar/ Timothy Topolewski | Shattinger | 2012 | 6
Millennium Canons | Kevin Puts/Mark Spede Terry Austin, conductor | Bill Holab | 2003 | 6
Alleluia | Samuel R. Hazo | Hal Leonard | 2012 | 5
Pathways | Michael Oare | Hal Leonard | 2012 | 2
Grappeling | Patrick Sheridan/Sam Palafian Patrick Sheridan, tuba | Manuscript/Focus on Music | 2011 | 5/6
Imperial Edward March | John Philip Sousa/Loras Schissel Loras John Schissel, conductor | Ludwig Masters | 2012 | 3
Fantasy in French | Julie Giroux Col. Arnold D. Gabriel, conductor | Musica Propria | 2012 | 5
Danse Diabolique | Joseph Hemmelsberger/Tohru Takahashi | De Haske/Hal Leonard | 1995 | 5

Sponsored by Jupiter Band Instrument Company and XO Brass
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